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Pokemon legends forum quest guide

eklavya11 Coach Posts: 0 Joined: Pon Jul 17, 2017 6:03 pm Post by eklavya11 » Sat Sep 02, 2017 11:43 am Catch a Pokemon! Description:Catch Caterpie for promotion to first place prize: $500 Solution: Click lady with lab clothes. Then she'll give you three pokeballs. all you have to do is catch one track in the grassy
patch Defeat 15 Sentret for farmer description: A farmer in Bluegum City has a problem with Sentret. Prize: $1,000 Solution: You only need to kill 15 sentret Show Me Scyther! Description: The curious gentleman at Bluegum Town Pokemon Center would like to see Scyther. Prize: $1,500 Solution: You just need to find
scyther. If you caught Scyther, put him on your team, then show him, earn your first badge! Description: A trip to Darlinghurst city defeated the Pokemon Gym Leader there. Prize: $3000 Solution:You just need to beat the first gym in Darlinghurst city east of The Fallen Guardian Description: Can you find the dragon that
preys on this grass? Prize: $3000 Solution you just need to hunt this is a dragon type pokemon. Where's Caramel Sandiego Description: A strange figure sends you on a mission to find another strange figure... Prize: $1000 5 Pokeballs Solution: go to Route 2 down the left there's a lady with a red dress to talk to her and
fight her. her pokemon is Lv.20 The Hungry Pikachu Description: Pikachu should be eaten because it is hungry Reward: A Lv.5 Solution:pikachu needs a snack .to get a snack you need a 1 Diner Coupon then go to the Darlinghurst Eatery to talk to the girl with the chief suit. Then go back to Pikachu and feed him. But go
talk to two people first before you go get a snack. NOTE: this is not a quest that I just gave to beggar. Because beggars like to get pikachu Find me Description: Find all 5 hidden mudras scattered around. Prize: $3000 and Lv. 5 Solution: You only need to find 5 brothers. First brother: grass patch right down Second
brother: Route 3 Right Middle Third Brother: Bluegum City PokeCenter Left Up Fourth Brother: Route 3 Secret Grotto Left Middle Five Brother: Darlinghurst Eatery Middle Up NOTE: You'll need a Diner Coupon for Five Brother for Trees Description: Brother and sister are playing hide and seek. Are you going to help
them? Prize: $2,000 and 10 PokeBalls Solution: From pokemon center walk south to trees. If you reach the bottom of the map walk to the right and you should bump into a brother hiding. Crunchy Crunchy Corphish Description: Help this old man collect Corphish from the river! Prize: $3000 and 20 Diner Coupon Solution:
You just need to catch 6 and enable search. and take it off in your team Suspicious Mission Description: Someone, somewhere, wants something that you currently have. Prize: $4000 Solution:go to Eastbourne Pokecenter conversation with a guy with a secret agent suit. How to Unlock the Third Electric Gym
Description: None Ball trinket Where to go to unlock: Newpine Town Solution: go to the Eastbourne Pokecenter conversation with the yellow guy lase.in go out to kill all the grunt guys with white clothes to kill everyone on the beach. and talk to profe scaymore The Menacing Manectric Description: Her joy is in scaring the
baby Pokemon, someone stops this monster! Prize: $5000 and Manecite Solution: You need to fight manektric 3 times, so you need to click 3 tress I put because it hides in the trees. First Hide: Image Second hide: Image Third Hide: Image Wanted Poster: The Indoor Bike Rider Description: This person is wanted for
skipping on a fine for riding his bike indoor Awards: $2000 Solution: go to Newpine Town. then go to Newpine Town Houses 2 Image Wanted Poster: The Lost Police Pokeball Description: This item seems to be important enough to offer a reward for its rediscovery. Prize: $2000 Solution: go to Oldpine Town Image
Wanted Poster: Eat and Run- Eastbourne Description: This person is wanted for a meal at a restaurant and skips to the bill. Prize: $1000 Solution: Go on route 6 to the children's shelter. There's a guy sitting on a bench. Not an old man. And if you talk to him. will give your 3 option to select The Wanter Poster Description.
Image Wanted Poster: The Transporter Thief Description: Find the person you're looking for to steal transporters from wanted posters! Prize: $4000 Solution: just follow the picture below I gave. Image copyright West Eastbourne Fields Image Caption Second:Eastbourne Fields Image Third: Northwest Eastbourne Fields
Image Last Fourt:Eastbourne Gardens Image The Lost and Found Tepig Description: Where is its trainer? Prize: $4000 Solution: tepig is lost. You've got to find a coach. its on the way 6 (children's refuge) to talk to the family Picture Finding a needle in a cactus stack Description: This crazy explorer wants you to find a
flowering cactus.. Somewhere.. Prize: $3000 Solution: go to Sunrock Desert D2 click cactus with flower on its top Picture Lyk Desert Pokemon Description: Do you have any fresh water to book? Prize: $6000 and Dawn Stone Solution: to get fresh water to go to gatehouse there's a machine tam.in give pokemon and
grunts water going into the Sunrock Desert A1 there grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert B1 there's a grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert E3 you
can see Eevee give him fresh water. Then go back to the girl. swallow the water. How to Unlock Sandmarsh Gatehouse Description: None Reward: None Where to Unlock: Sunrock Desert E4 Solution: Just speak professor scaymore will give you a relic quest. after opening the door go to the Library Sandmarsh go
behind Fat man there to talk to him Ancient relics in modern times Description: Discovering these relics will be a long and to ai billion task.. Did you judge? Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the step. Make by RainForMe 1) Go to Route 12 2) Talk to The Arson Eriner, which is next to the girl on the right who challenges you. 3)
Follow Swellow in the tree den and play a mini-game. *Tip: Don't let any pokémon see you moving in any direction. 4) After you get a tip, go to Oldpine City and go to the caves. 5) At the top left of the cave near the kiper, you will find a lair full of spiders. 6) Go through this cave with the help of a snow. *Tip: Having a
Haunter haunting you while doing it helps with mini-play big time! 7) Go to Dorocoast Town and talk to the replacement of Gym Leader 8) Complete the wedding bow (as I call it) and then go to Eastbourne City Gym Leader's home 9) Press x on the fridge and turn on switch 10) Pokeball in the corner of the room contains
3rd relic 11) I will not take credit for this job! Fourth relic direction here: viewtopic.php?f=19&amp;t=2531&p=23984&amp;hilit... ell#p23984 Thank you so much MrIbby because I spent hours just looking for the right way and your forum gave me it! Thanks! The 5th relics have not yet been found. Diamond in roughly
description: The treasure is buried deep in the desert. Can you find him? Prize: $4000 Solution: Go to Sunrock Desert E1 you will see the flag. and click the flag Picture Description of the ambush work: Will you help this bully? Prize: $1 Solution: You just need to beat a police officer. Dancing The Night Away Description:
This festive person wants to give him 6 Ludicolo. Prize: $11000 Solution: You only need to catch 6 lombre on route 12 then develop it into ludicolo use limescale to develop. Enable search first, then take it off in your team's Old Dorocoast Safari Survey Description: This explorer would like to see Absol, Lickitung and
Snorunt. Prize: $5000 Solution: You only need to catch lickitung,absol,snorount Would origaninally own. Use Pokemon Has Sleep Powder Move All Hail Glalie Description: Frosted Pokemon, which is needed to keep dorocoast diner food ice ice! Prize: $9,000 and 30 PokeFood Solution: You just need toaught Snorount
and evolve it to Glalie Sea Fairy Island All Quest The Child of the Sea Description: Searching for a Pokemon that might not exist. Prize: $12000 Solution: Follow step 1 Step: Go to the sea villa house and talk to the guy with the brown clothes. 2 Step: Go into the cave you can see the girl with the umbrella needs to return
to the house of the sea fairy to look for a book. 3 Step: Go back to umbrella girl to talk to him. Then he needs you to catch Magikarp and Golden, who you should own. If you caught those pokémon. Enable search and turn it off in your team 4 Step: Go to the cave. Go talk to Phione. after talking to phione go in The island
of Sea Fairy on the beach you can see so many people there and you will be told it is phione in grunt. Phione is afraid for you, but keep chasing him. 5 Step: You need 50 sea scales to make the sea bell. To get the scale go insinde in the cave to kill some Finneon, because Finneon drops the sea scale. If you have 50
Sea go in good on the island sea villa and click good 6 Step: go back to the cave if you get the sea bell. you will see 5 phione there will talk to you 7 step: you have received one phione. enable search and take it off in the team. Then go back to the NPC, which give you a search for children in the sea Secret Sea Legend
Description: Search from a rumor that may not exist. Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the steps. First step:find 20 beach glasses Second step: if you have already found 20 beach goggles, go to the sea villa house. then click reading type.the he will craft a glaste flaute Wingull Delivery Service Description: Help from an
exhausted Wingull! Prize: $5000 Solution: Follow the steps. Step one: go to the town of Darlinghurst. Go inside in this house, then talk to the girl with an umbrella Figure Step 2: go to Eastbourne Garden. Right side in Eastbourne City. Picture Step three: go to the bluegum place.then go inside to the tournament house
you'll see Mack there. hes in a pilot suit Image Step Four: go to sandmarsh site. Then go inside to PokeMart. Figure Step Five: then go back to the guy who gave you a quest in the dorocoast city. SS Neptune Riddle Quest THE ANSWER IS Answer to the ugaddle grunts on the SS Neptune: 1. Amphaross ( evolves from
marrep) 2.nidorana ( 3. cherrim evolves from cherrim) 4. sunfloara ( you can get a small stage in front of the desert in front of cape 7 and use the sunstone) 5. gardevoir (develops from ralt female) 6. luminion ( you can get finnion in the sea elf cave and then luminion) 7. dunsparence ( 1. Stage 8. vileplum (evolves from
the neo-detail 2. use of grassstone ) 9. tynitar (develops from larvitar) Prize:$8000 *note: larvitar is hard to catch try to use false swipes and paralysis to catch it feeding fire Description: Rock can beat fire, but the trainer can overcome all kinds! Prize: $9000 + anti heat orb solution: you only need to beat 40 sudowoodo in
blackfeel forest. sudowoodo occurs only during the day. this is very important for the 4th relics. anti heat orb helps to get into blacfell caverNS.. It was made by Eklavya11. CLAN (OWNER) LEGENDS MASTER . It took a long time to write. I want to be the best and I'm... TylerTepigboy Trainer Posts: 0 Joined: Thu Jul 27,
2017 8:44 pm Post by tylertepigboy » Sat Sep 02, 2017 3:27 pm eklavya11 wrote(-a):Catch a Pokemon! Description:Catch Caterpie for promotion to first place prize: $500 Solution: Click lady with lab clothes. Then she'll give you three pokeballs. all you have to do is catch one track in the grass patch Defeat 15 Sentret for
farmer description: He's having trouble with Sentret in Bluegum. Prize: $1,000 Solution: You only need to kill 15 sentret Show Me Scyther! Description: The curious gentleman at Bluegum Town Pokemon Center would like to see Scyther. Prize: $1,500 Solution: You just need to find scyther. If you caught Scyther, put him
on your team, then show him, earn your first badge! Description: A trip to Darlinghurst city defeated the Pokemon Gym Leader there. Prize: $3000 Solution:You just need to beat the first gym in Darlinghurst city east of The Fallen Guardian Description: Can you find the dragon that preys on this grass? Prize: $3000
Solution you just need to hunt this is a dragon type pokemon. Where's Caramel Sandiego Description: A strange figure sends you on a mission to find another strange figure... Prize: $1000 5 Pokeballs Solution: go to Route 2 down the left there's a lady with a red dress to talk to her and fight her. her pokemon is Lv.20
The Hungry Pikachu Description: Pikachu should be eaten because it is hungry Reward: A Lv.5 Solution:pikachu needs a snack .to get a snack you need a 1 Diner Coupon then go to the Darlinghurst Eatery to talk to the girl with the chief suit. Then go back to Pikachu and feed him. But go talk to two people first before
you go get a snack. NOTE: this is not a quest that I just gave to beggar. Because beggars like to get pikachu Find me Description: Find all 5 hidden mudras scattered around. Prize: $3000 and Lv. 5 Solution: You only need to find 5 brothers. First brother: grass patch right down Second brother: Route 3 Right Middle
Third Brother: Bluegum City PokeCenter Left Up Fourth Brother: Route 3 Secret Grotto Left Middle Five Brother: Darlinghurst Eatery Middle Up NOTE: You'll need a Diner Coupon for Five Brother for Trees Description: Brother and sister are playing hide and seek. Are you going to help them? Prize: $2,000 and 10
PokeBalls Solution: From pokemon center walk south to trees. If you reach the bottom of the map walk to the right and you should bump into a brother hiding. Crunchy Crunchy Corphish Description: Help this old man collect Corphish from the river! Prize: $3000 and 20 Diner Coupon Solution: You just need to catch 6
and enable search. and take it off in your team Suspicious Mission Description: Someone, somewhere, wants something that you currently have. Prize: $4000 Solution:go to Eastbourne Pokecenter conversation with a guy with a secret agent suit. How to unlock the Third Electric Gym Description: No Prize: Ball Trinke
Where to Unlock: Newpine Town Solution: go to Eastbourne Pokecenter talk with a type of yellow lase.in go out to kill all the grunt guys with white clothes to kill everyone on the beach. and talk to profe scaymore The Menacing Manectric Description: Her joy is in scaring the baby Pokemon, someone stops this monster!
Prize: $5000 and Manecite Solution: You must battle 3 times, so you need to click 3 tress I put because it hides in the trees. First Hide: Image Second hide: Image Third Hide: Image Wanted Poster: The Indoor Bike Rider Description: This person is wanted for skipping on a fine for riding his bike indoor Awards: $2000
Solution: go to Newpine Town. then go to Newpine Town Houses 2 Image Wanted Poster: The Lost Police Pokeball Description: This item seems to be important enough to offer a reward for its rediscovery. Prize: $2000 Solution: go to Oldpine Town Image Wanted Poster: Eat and Run- Eastbourne Description: This
person is wanted for a meal at a restaurant and skips to the bill. Prize: $1000 Solution: Go on route 6 to the children's shelter. There's a guy sitting on a bench. Not an old man. And if you talk to him. will give your 3 option to select The Wanter Poster Description. Image Wanted Poster: The Transporter Thief Description:
Find the person you're looking for to steal transporters from wanted posters! Prize: $4000 Solution: just follow the picture below I gave. Image copyright West Eastbourne Fields Image Caption Second:Eastbourne Fields Image Third: Northwest Eastbourne Fields Image Last Fourt:Eastbourne Gardens Image The Lost
and Found Tepig Description: Where is its trainer? Prize: $4000 Solution: tepig is lost. You've got to find a coach. its on the way 6 (children's refuge) to talk to the family Picture Finding a needle in a cactus stack Description: This crazy explorer wants you to find a flowering cactus.. Somewhere.. Prize: $3000 Solution: go
to Sunrock Desert D2 click cactus with flower on its top Picture Lyk Desert Pokemon Description: Do you have any fresh water to book? Prize: $6000 and Dawn Stone Solution: to get fresh water to go to gatehouse there's a machine tam.in give pokemon and grunts water going into the Sunrock Desert A1 there grunt
there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert B1 there's a grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert E3 you can see Eevee give him fresh water. Then go back to the
girl. swallow the water. How to Unlock Sandmarsh Gatehouse Description: None Reward: None Where to Unlock: Sunrock Desert E4 Solution: Just speak professor scaymore will give you a relic quest. After opening the door go to the Library of Sandmarsh go behind you see the great fat man there to talk to him ancient
relics in modern times Description: Discovering these relics will be a long and ai billion task.. Did you judge? Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the step. Make by RainForMe 1) Go to Route 12 2) Talk to The Arson Eriner, which is next to the girl on the right who challenges you. 3) Follow Swellow in the tree den and play a
mini-game. *Tip: Do not leave i see you're moving in any direction. 4) After you get a tip, go to Oldpine City and go to the caves. 5) At the top left of the cave near the kiper, you will find a lair full of spiders. 6) Go through this cave with the help of a snow. *Tip: Having a Haunter haunting you while doing it helps with miniplay big time! 7) Go to Dorocoast Town and talk to the replacement of Gym Leader 8) Complete the wedding bow (as I call it) and then go to Eastbourne City Gym Leader's home 9) Press x on the fridge and turn on switch 10) Pokeball in the corner of the room contains 3rd relic 11) I will not take credit for this job! Fourth
relic direction here: viewtopic.php?f=19&amp;t=2531&p=23984&amp;hilit... ell#p23984 Thank you so much MrIbby because I spent hours just looking for the right way and your forum gave me it! Thanks! The 5th relics have not yet been found. Diamond in roughly description: The treasure is buried deep in the desert.
Can you find him? Prize: $4000 Solution: Go to Sunrock Desert E1 you will see the flag. and click the flag Picture Description of the ambush work: Will you help this bully? Prize: $1 Solution: You just need to beat a police officer. Dancing The Night Away Description: This festive person wants to give him 6 Ludicolo.
Prize: $11000 Solution: You only need to catch 6 lombre on route 12 then develop it into ludicolo use limescale to develop. Enable search first, then take it off in your team's Old Dorocoast Safari Survey Description: This explorer would like to see Absol, Lickitung and Snorunt. Prize: $5000 Solution: You only need to
catch lickitung,absol,snorount Would origaninally own. Use Pokemon Has Sleep Powder Move All Hail Glalie Description: Frosted Pokemon, which is needed to keep dorocoast diner food ice ice! Prize: $9,000 and 30 PokeFood Solution: You just need toaught Snorount and evolve it to Glalie Sea Fairy Island All Quest
The Child of the Sea Description: Searching for a Pokemon that might not exist. Prize: $12000 Solution: Follow step 1 Step: Go to the sea villa house and talk to the guy with the brown clothes. 2 Step: Go into the cave you can see the girl with the umbrella needs to return to the house of the sea fairy to look for a book. 3
Step: Go back to umbrella girl to talk to him. Then he needs you to catch Magikarp and Golden, who you should own. If you caught those pokémon. Enable search and turn it off in your team 4 Step: Go to the cave. Go talk to Phione. After talking to phione go to sea fairy island on the beach you can see so many people
there and you will be told it's phione in grunt. Phione is afraid for you, but keep chasing him. 5 Step: You need 50 sea scales to make the sea bell. To get the scale go insinde in the cave to kill some Finneon, because Finneon drops the sea scale. if you have 50 sea go well on the Island of Possible Villas and Good 6
Step: Go back to the cave if you have a sea bell. you will see 5 phione there will talk to you 7 step: you have received one phione. enable search and take it off in the team. Then go back to the NPC, which give you a search for children in the sea Secret Sea Legend Description: Search from a rumor that may not exist.
Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the steps. First step:find 20 beach glasses Second step: if you have already found 20 beach goggles, go to the sea villa house. then click reading type.the he will craft a glaste flaute Wingull Delivery Service Description: Help from an exhausted Wingull! Prize: $5000 Solution: Follow the
steps. Step one: go to the town of Darlinghurst. Go inside in this house, then talk to the girl with an umbrella Figure Step 2: go to Eastbourne Garden. Right side in Eastbourne City. Picture Step three: go to the bluegum place.then go inside to the tournament house you'll see Mack there. hes in a pilot suit Image Step
Four: go to sandmarsh site. Then go inside to PokeMart. Figure Step Five: then go back to the guy who gave you a quest in the dorocoast city. SS Neptune Riddle Quest THE ANSWER IS Answer to the ugaddle grunts on the SS Neptune: 1. Amphaross ( evolves from marrep) 2.nidorana ( 3. cherrim evolves from
cherrim) 4. sunfloara ( you can get a small stage in front of the desert in front of cape 7 and use the sunstone) 5. gardevoir (develops from ralt female) 6. luminion ( you can get finnion in the sea elf cave and then luminion) 7. dunsparence ( 1. Stage 8. vileplum (evolves from the neo-detail 2. use of grassstone ) 9. tynitar
(develops from larvitar) Prize:$8000 *note: larvitar is hard to catch try to use false swipes and paralysis to catch it feeding fire Description: Rock can beat fire, but the trainer can overcome all kinds! Prize: $9000 + anti heat orb solution: you only need to beat 40 sudowoodo in blackfeel forest. sudowoodo occurs only during
the day. this is very important for the 4th relics. anti heat orb helps to get into blacfell caverNS.. It was made by Eklavya11. CLAN (OWNER) LEGENDS MASTER . It took a long time to write. I want to be the best and I'm... Can you help me!!! eklavya11 Coach Posts: 0 Joined: Pon Jul 17, 2017 6:03 pm Post by eklavya11
» Sat Sep 02, 2017 6:12 pm this is a list of how much I know . I'll always help. If I'm free. Thanks friends eklavya11 Coach Posts: 0 Joined: Pon Jul 17, 2017 6:03 pm Post by eklavya11 » Sat Sep 02, 2017 6:13 pm tylertepigboy wrote:eklavya11 wrote:Catch Pokemon! Description:Catch Caterpie for promotion to first
place prize: $500 Solution: Click lady with lab clothes. Then she'll give you three pokeballs. all you have to do is catch one track in the grassy patch Defeat 15 Sentret for farmer description: A farmer in Bluegum City has a problem with Sentret. Prize: $1,000 Solution: You only need to kill 15 sentret Show Me Scyther!
Description: Curious In Bluegum Town Pokemon Center would love to see Scyther. Prize: $1,500 Solution: You just need to find scyther. If you caught Scyther, put him on your team, then show him, earn your first badge! Description: A trip to Darlinghurst city defeated the Pokemon Gym Leader there. Prize: $3000
Solution:You just need to beat the first gym in Darlinghurst city east of The Fallen Guardian Description: Can you find the dragon that preys on this grass? Prize: $3000 Solution you just need to hunt this is a dragon type pokemon. Where's Caramel Sandiego Description: A strange figure sends you on a mission to find

another strange figure... Prize: $1000 5 Pokeballs Solution: go to Route 2 down the left there's a lady with a red dress to talk to her and fight her. her pokemon is Lv.20 The Hungry Pikachu Description: Pikachu should be eaten because it is hungry Reward: A Lv.5 Solution:pikachu needs a snack .to get a snack you need
a 1 Diner Coupon then go to the Darlinghurst Eatery to talk to the girl with the chief suit. Then go back to Pikachu and feed him. But go talk to two people first before you go get a snack. NOTE: this is not a quest that I just gave to beggar. Because beggars like to get pikachu Find me Description: Find all 5 hidden mudras
scattered around. Prize: $3000 and Lv. 5 Solution: You only need to find 5 brothers. First brother: grass patch right down Second brother: Route 3 Right Middle Third Brother: Bluegum City PokeCenter Left Up Fourth Brother: Route 3 Secret Grotto Left Middle Five Brother: Darlinghurst Eatery Middle Up NOTE: You'll
need a Diner Coupon for Five Brother for Trees Description: Brother and sister are playing hide and seek. Are you going to help them? Prize: $2,000 and 10 PokeBalls Solution: From pokemon center walk south to trees. If you reach the bottom of the map walk to the right and you should bump into a brother hiding.
Crunchy Crunchy Corphish Description: Help this old man collect Corphish from the river! Prize: $3000 and 20 Diner Coupon Solution: You just need to catch 6 and enable search. and take it off in your team Suspicious Mission Description: Someone, somewhere, wants something that you currently have. Prize: $4000
Solution:go to Eastbourne Pokecenter conversation with a guy with a secret agent suit. How to unlock the Third Electric Gym Description: No Prize: Ball Trinke Where to Unlock: Newpine Town Solution: go to Eastbourne Pokecenter talk with a type of yellow lase.in go out to kill all the grunt guys with white clothes to kill
everyone on the beach. and talk to profe scaymore The Menacing Manectric Description: Her joy is in scaring the baby Pokemon, someone stops this monster! Prize: $5000 and Manecite Solution: You need to fight manektric 3 times, so you need to click 3 tress I put because it hides in the trees. First Hide: Picture
Second Hide: Picture Third Hide: Picture Searched Poster: Bike Rider Description: This person is wanted to skip on a fine for riding their bike in a closed prize: $2000 Solution: go to Newpine Town. then go to Newpine Town Houses 2 Image Wanted Poster: The Lost Police Pokeball Description: This item seems to be
important enough to offer a reward for its rediscovery. Prize: $2000 Solution: go to Oldpine Town Image Wanted Poster: Eat and Run- Eastbourne Description: This person is wanted for a meal at a restaurant and skips to the bill. Prize: $1000 Solution: Go on route 6 to the children's shelter. There's a guy sitting on a
bench. Not an old man. And if you talk to him. will give your 3 option to select The Wanter Poster Description. Image Wanted Poster: The Transporter Thief Description: Find the person you're looking for to steal transporters from wanted posters! Prize: $4000 Solution: just follow the picture below I gave. Image copyright
West Eastbourne Fields Image Caption Second:Eastbourne Fields Image Third: Northwest Eastbourne Fields Image Last Fourt:Eastbourne Gardens Image The Lost and Found Tepig Description: Where is its trainer? Prize: $4000 Solution: tepig is lost. You've got to find a coach. its on the way 6 (children's refuge) to talk
to the family Picture Finding a needle in a cactus stack Description: This crazy explorer wants you to find a flowering cactus.. Somewhere.. Prize: $3000 Solution: go to Sunrock Desert D2 click cactus with flower on its top Picture Lyk Desert Pokemon Description: Do you have any fresh water to book? Prize: $6000 and
Dawn Stone Solution: to get fresh water to go to gatehouse there's a machine tam.in give pokemon and grunts water going into the Sunrock Desert A1 there grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert B1 there's a grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh
water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert E3 you can see Eevee give him fresh water. Then go back to the girl. swallow the water. How to Unlock Sandmarsh Gatehouse Description: None Reward: None Where to Unlock: Sunrock Desert E4 Solution: Just speak
professor scaymore will give you a relic quest. After opening the door go to the Library of Sandmarsh go behind you see the great fat man there to talk to him ancient relics in modern times Description: Discovering these relics will be a long and ai billion task.. Did you judge? Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the step. Make
by RainForMe 1) Go to Route 12 2) Talk to The Arson Eriner, which is next to the girl on the right who challenges you. 3) Follow Swellow in the tree den and play a mini-game. *Tip: Don't let any pokémon see you moving in any direction. 4) After you get a tip, go to Oldpine City and go to the caves. 5) At the top left of the
cave near Statues, you'll find a lair full of spiders. 6) Go through this cave with the help of a snow. *Tip: Having a Haunter haunting you while doing it helps with mini-play big time! 7) Go to Dorocoast Town and talk to the replacement of Gym Leader 8) Complete the wedding bow (as I call it) and then go to Eastbourne
City Gym Leader's home 9) Press x on the fridge and turn on switch 10) Pokeball in the corner of the room contains 3rd relic 11) I will not take credit for this job! Fourth relic direction here: viewtopic.php?f=19&amp;t=2531&p=23984&amp;hilit... ell#p23984 Thank you so much MrIbby because I spent hours just looking for
the right way and your forum gave me it! Thanks! The 5th relics have not yet been found. Diamond in roughly description: The treasure is buried deep in the desert. Can you find him? Prize: $4000 Solution: Go to Sunrock Desert E1 you will see the flag. and click the flag Picture Description of the ambush work: Will you
help this bully? Prize: $1 Solution: You just need to beat a police officer. Dancing The Night Away Description: This festive person wants to give him 6 Ludicolo. Prize: $11000 Solution: You only need to catch 6 lombre on route 12 then develop it into ludicolo use limescale to develop. Enable search first, then take it off in
your team's Old Dorocoast Safari Survey Description: This explorer would like to see Absol, Lickitung and Snorunt. Prize: $5000 Solution: You only need to catch lickitung,absol,snorount Would origaninally own. Use Pokemon Has Sleep Powder Move All Hail Glalie Description: Frosted Pokemon, which is needed to
keep dorocoast diner food ice ice! Prize: $9,000 and 30 PokeFood Solution: You just need toaught Snorount and evolve it to Glalie Sea Fairy Island All Quest The Child of the Sea Description: Searching for a Pokemon that might not exist. Prize: $12000 Solution: Follow step 1 Step: Go to the sea villa house and talk to
the guy with the brown clothes. 2 Step: Go into the cave you can see the girl with the umbrella needs to return to the house of the sea fairy to look for a book. 3 Step: Go back to umbrella girl to talk to him. Then he needs you to catch Magikarp and Golden, who you should own. If you caught those pokémon. Enable
search and turn it off in your team 4 Step: Go to the cave. Go talk to Phione. After talking to phione go to sea fairy island on the beach you can see so many people there and you will be told it's phione in grunt. Phione is afraid for you, but keep chasing him. 5 Step: You need 50 sea scales to make the sea bell. To get the
scale go insinde in the cave to kill some Finneon, because Finneon drops the sea scale. If you have 50 Sea go in good on the island sea villa and click good 6 Step: go back to the cave if you get the sea bell. you will see 5 phione there will talk to you 7 step: you have received one phione. Enable And take it off on the
team. Then go back to the NPC, which give you a search for children in the sea Secret Sea Legend Description: Search from a rumor that may not exist. Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the steps. First step:find 20 beach glasses Second step: if you have already found 20 beach goggles, go to the sea villa house. then click
reading type.the he will craft a glaste flaute Wingull Delivery Service Description: Help from an exhausted Wingull! Prize: $5000 Solution: Follow the steps. Step one: go to the town of Darlinghurst. Go inside in this house, then talk to the girl with an umbrella Figure Step 2: go to Eastbourne Garden. Right side in
Eastbourne City. Picture Step three: go to the bluegum place.then go inside to the tournament house you'll see Mack there. hes in a pilot suit Image Step Four: go to sandmarsh site. Then go inside to PokeMart. Figure Step Five: then go back to the guy who gave you a quest in the dorocoast city. SS Neptune Riddle
Quest THE ANSWER IS Answer to the ugaddle grunts on the SS Neptune: 1. Amphaross ( evolves from marrep) 2.nidorana ( 3. cherrim evolves from cherrim) 4. sunfloara ( you can get a small stage in front of the desert in front of cape 7 and use the sunstone) 5. gardevoir (develops from ralt female) 6. luminion ( you
can get finnion in the sea elf cave and then luminion) 7. dunsparence ( 1. Stage 8. vileplum (evolves from the neo-detail 2. use of grassstone ) 9. tynitar (develops from larvitar) Prize:$8000 *note: larvitar is hard to catch try to use false swipes and paralysis to catch it feeding fire Description: Rock can beat fire, but the
trainer can overcome all kinds! Prize: $9000 + anti heat orb solution: you only need to beat 40 sudowoodo in blackfeel forest. sudowoodo occurs only during the day. this is very important for the 4th relics. anti heat orb helps to get into blacfell caverNS.. It was made by Eklavya11. CLAN (OWNER) LEGENDS MASTER .
It took a long time to write. I want to be the best and I'm... Can you help me!!! Ja eklavya11same Trainer Posts: 0 Joined: Sat Sep 02, 2017 4:22 pm Post by eklavya11same » Company Sep 14, 2017 3:08 pm tylertepigboy wrote(-a):eklavya11 wrote(-a):Catch a Pokemon! Description:Catch Caterpie for promotion to first
place prize: $500 Solution: Click lady with lab clothes. Then she'll give you three pokeballs. all you have to do is catch one track in the grassy patch Defeat 15 Sentret for farmer description: A farmer in Bluegum City has a problem with Sentret. Prize: $1,000 Solution: You only need to kill 15 sentret Show Me Scyther!
Description: The curious gentleman at Bluegum Town Pokemon Center would like to see Scyther. Prize: $1,500 Solution: You just need to find scyther. If you caught Scyther, put him on your team, then show him, earn your first badge! Description: A trip to Darlinghurst city defeated the Pokemon Gym Leader there.
Prize: $3000 Solution:You only have to beat Gym in Darlinghurst city of east Pali Guardian Description: Can you find a dragon that preys on this grass? Prize: $3000 Solution you just need to hunt this is a dragon type pokemon. Where's Caramel Sandiego Description: A strange figure sends you on a mission to find
another strange figure... Prize: $1000 5 Pokeballs Solution: go to Route 2 down the left there's a lady with a red dress to talk to her and fight her. her pokemon is Lv.20 The Hungry Pikachu Description: Pikachu should be eaten because it is hungry Reward: A Lv.5 Solution:pikachu needs a snack .to get a snack you need
a 1 Diner Coupon then go to the Darlinghurst Eatery to talk to the girl with the chief suit. Then go back to Pikachu and feed him. But go talk to two people first before you go get a snack. NOTE: this is not a quest that I just gave to beggar. Because beggars like to get pikachu Find me Description: Find all 5 hidden mudras
scattered around. Prize: $3000 and Lv. 5 Solution: You only need to find 5 brothers. First brother: grass patch right down Second brother: Route 3 Right Middle Third Brother: Bluegum City PokeCenter Left Up Fourth Brother: Route 3 Secret Grotto Left Middle Five Brother: Darlinghurst Eatery Middle Up NOTE: You'll
need a Diner Coupon for Five Brother for Trees Description: Brother and sister are playing hide and seek. Are you going to help them? Prize: $2,000 and 10 PokeBalls Solution: From pokemon center walk south to trees. If you reach the bottom of the map walk to the right and you should bump into a brother hiding.
Crunchy Crunchy Corphish Description: Help this old man collect Corphish from the river! Prize: $3000 and 20 Diner Coupon Solution: You just need to catch 6 and enable search. and take it off in your team Suspicious Mission Description: Someone, somewhere, wants something that you currently have. Prize: $4000
Solution:go to Eastbourne Pokecenter conversation with a guy with a secret agent suit. How to unlock the Third Electric Gym Description: No Prize: Ball Trinke Where to Unlock: Newpine Town Solution: go to Eastbourne Pokecenter talk with a type of yellow lase.in go out to kill all the grunt guys with white clothes to kill
everyone on the beach. and talk to profe scaymore The Menacing Manectric Description: Her joy is in scaring the baby Pokemon, someone stops this monster! Prize: $5000 and Manecite Solution: You need to fight manektric 3 times, so you need to click 3 tress I put because it hides in the trees. First Hide: Image
Second hide: Image Third Hide: Image Wanted Poster: The Indoor Bike Rider Description: This person is wanted for skipping on a fine for riding his bike indoor Awards: $2000 Solution: go to Newpine Town. then go to Newpine Town Houses 2 Image Wanted Poster: The Lost Police Pokeball Description: This item seems
to be important enough to offer a reward for its rediscovery. $2000 Solution: go to Oldpine Town Image Wanted Poster: Eat and Run- Eastbourne Description: This person is wanted for a dish in a restaurant and skips to the bill. Prize: $1000 Solution: Go on route 6 to the children's shelter. There's a guy sitting on a
bench. Not an old man. And if you talk to him. will give your 3 option to select The Wanter Poster Description. Image Wanted Poster: The Transporter Thief Description: Find the person you're looking for to steal transporters from wanted posters! Prize: $4000 Solution: just follow the picture below I gave. Image copyright
West Eastbourne Fields Image Caption Second:Eastbourne Fields Image Third: Northwest Eastbourne Fields Image Last Fourt:Eastbourne Gardens Image The Lost and Found Tepig Description: Where is its trainer? Prize: $4000 Solution: tepig is lost. You've got to find a coach. its on the way 6 (children's refuge) to talk
to the family Picture Finding a needle in a cactus stack Description: This crazy explorer wants you to find a flowering cactus.. Somewhere.. Prize: $3000 Solution: go to Sunrock Desert D2 click cactus with flower on its top Picture Lyk Desert Pokemon Description: Do you have any fresh water to book? Prize: $6000 and
Dawn Stone Solution: to get fresh water to go to gatehouse there's a machine tam.in give pokemon and grunts water going into the Sunrock Desert A1 there grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert B1 there's a grunt there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh
water. Go to Sunrock Desert D3 there's a grunt out there needs fresh water. Go to Sunrock Desert E3 you can see Eevee give him fresh water. Then go back to the girl. swallow the water. How to Unlock Sandmarsh Gatehouse Description: None Reward: None Where to Unlock: Sunrock Desert E4 Solution: Just speak
professor scaymore will give you a relic quest. After opening the door go to the Library of Sandmarsh go behind you see the great fat man there to talk to him ancient relics in modern times Description: Discovering these relics will be a long and ai billion task.. Did you judge? Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the step. Make
by RainForMe 1) Go to Route 12 2) Talk to The Arson Eriner, which is next to the girl on the right who challenges you. 3) Follow Swellow in the tree den and play a mini-game. *Tip: Don't let any pokémon see you moving in any direction. 4) After you get a tip, go to Oldpine City and go to the caves. 5) At the top left of the
cave near the kiper, you will find a lair full of spiders. 6) Go through this cave with the help of a snow. *Tip: Having a Haunter haunting you while doing it helps with mini-play big time! 7) Go to Dorocoast and talk to replacement Gym Manager 8) Complete the wedding bow (as I call it) and then go to Eastbourne City Gym
Leader's home 9) x on the fridge and turn on switch 10) Pokeball in the corner of the room contains 3rd relics 11) I will not take credit for this work! Fourth relic direction here: viewtopic.php?f=19&amp;t=2531&p=23984&amp;hilit... ell#p23984 Thank you so much MrIbby because I spent hours just looking for the right way
and your forum gave me it! Thanks! The 5th relics have not yet been found. Diamond in roughly description: The treasure is buried deep in the desert. Can you find him? Prize: $4000 Solution: Go to Sunrock Desert E1 you will see the flag. and click the flag Picture Description of the ambush work: Will you help this bully?
Prize: $1 Solution: You just need to beat a police officer. Dancing The Night Away Description: This festive person wants to give him 6 Ludicolo. Prize: $11000 Solution: You only need to catch 6 lombre on route 12 then develop it into ludicolo use limescale to develop. Enable search first, then take it off in your team's Old
Dorocoast Safari Survey Description: This explorer would like to see Absol, Lickitung and Snorunt. Prize: $5000 Solution: You only need to catch lickitung,absol,snorount Would origaninally own. Use Pokemon Has Sleep Powder Move All Hail Glalie Description: Frosted Pokemon, which is needed to keep dorocoast
diner food ice ice! Prize: $9,000 and 30 PokeFood Solution: You just need toaught Snorount and evolve it to Glalie Sea Fairy Island All Quest The Child of the Sea Description: Searching for a Pokemon that might not exist. Prize: $12000 Solution: Follow step 1 Step: Go to the sea villa house and talk to the guy with the
brown clothes. 2 Step: Go into the cave you can see the girl with the umbrella needs to return to the house of the sea fairy to look for a book. 3 Step: Go back to umbrella girl to talk to him. Then he needs you to catch Magikarp and Golden, who you should own. If you caught those pokémon. Enable search and turn it off
in your team 4 Step: Go to the cave. Go talk to Phione. After talking to phione go to sea fairy island on the beach you can see so many people there and you will be told it's phione in grunt. Phione is afraid for you, but keep chasing him. 5 Step: You need 50 sea scales to make the sea bell. To get the scale go insinde in
the cave to kill some Finneon, because Finneon drops the sea scale. If you have 50 Sea go in good on the island sea villa and click good 6 Step: go back to the cave if you get the sea bell. you will see 5 phione there will talk to you 7 step: you have received one phione. enable search and take it off in the team. Then go
back to the NPC, which give you a search for children in the sea Secret Sea Legend Description: Search from a rumor that may not exist. Prize: $6000 Solution: Follow the steps. Step one:find 20 beach glasses Step two: if you've already found 20 beach goggles go to the sea villa then click reading type.the he will craft a
glaste flaute Wingull Delivery Service Description: Help from an exhausted Wingull! Prize: $5000 Solution: Follow the steps. Step one: go to the town of Darlinghurst. Go inside in this house, then talk to the girl with an umbrella Figure Step 2: go to Eastbourne Garden. Right side in Eastbourne City. Picture Step three: go
to the bluegum place.then go inside to the tournament house you'll see Mack there. hes in a pilot suit Image Step Four: go to sandmarsh site. Then go inside to PokeMart. Figure Step Five: then go back to the guy who gave you a quest in the dorocoast city. SS Neptune Riddle Quest THE ANSWER IS Answer to the
ugaddle grunts on the SS Neptune: 1. amphaross sunfloara (you can get a small degree in front of the desert in front of cape 7 and use the sunstone ) 5th gardevoir (develops from ralt female) 6. luminion (you can get finnion in the sea fairy cave and then luminion) 7. dunsparence ( 1st level ) 8th fairl (develops from the
unflood 2nd use of grassstone ) 9. tynitar ( develops ) from larvitar) Prize:$8000 *note: larvitar is hard to catch try to use false swipes and paralysis to catch him feeding fire Description: Rock can beat fire, but the trainer can beat all kinds! Prize: $9000 + anti heat orb solution: you only need to beat 40 sudowoodo in
blackfeel forest. sudowoodo occurs only during the day. this is very important for the 4th relics. anti heat orb helps to get into blacfell caverNS.. It was made by Eklavya11. CLAN (OWNER) LEGENDS MASTER . It took a long time to write. I want to be the best and I'm... Can you help me!!! yes, I'il help you.
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